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Introducion
A situaion analysis of children, adolescents and women in Aruba was undertaken in 2011–2012. Commissioned 
by the United Naions Children’s Fund-The Americas and Caribbean Regional Oice  , it was conducted by the 
Observatorio Social del Ecuador (OSE), a non-governmental organizaion based in Quito. The study had two main 
objecives: to evaluate progress and challenges around the implementaion of the rights of children and women; 
and to make recommendaions for social acion and public policies in the medium and long term in order to 
improve the condiions and life opportuniies of those populaion groups.
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The research methodology used a highly paricipatory approach, including in-depth interviews with 50 key 
informants from the state, civil society, academia and internaional organizaions, combined with staisical analysis 
based on informaion from the 2001 and 2010 censuses complemented by data from other sources. 

Since 1986 Aruba has been an autonomous country within the Kingdom of the Netherlands; however, four 
centuries of colonialism have coninuing efects including a legal framework based on the Dutch Consituion 
and a Dutch model of educaion. The Netherlands remains responsible for the island’s internaional relaions, 
including reporing to internaional human rights bodies such as the CRC, and naional security. As part of the 
Kingdom, Aruba has assumed commitments to a number of internaional treaies and agreements including the 
Convenion on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the Convenion on the Eliminaion of All Forms of Discriminaion 
against Women (CEDAW) and therefore has been preparing inputs from Aruba to the reports of the Kingdom to 
the CRC and the CEDAW commitees which periodically review implementaion of recommendaions and measure 
progress.

The island’s development has also been strongly inluenced by a long history of migraion and immigraion. Most 
recently immigrants have come to ill the muliple employment opportuniies in construcion and services ofered 
by tourism, which is now the main driver of economic growth. The 2010 Populaion and Housing Census indicates 
that 34 per cent of the populaion were foreign born, making the island both mulicultural and mulilingual. Of the 
107,557 residents, 25 per cent are children and adolescents and 53 per cent are women. 

Aruba has high performance indicators, comparable to developed countries, and the populaion’s standard of 
living is generally good: 100 per cent of residents, including documented immigrants, have social security and 
health insurance; primary and secondary educaion are free; 97 per cent of the populaion 15 years and older are 
literate; and there is a pension programme that guarantees a minimum income for older adults. This progress is 
due in large part to the way the state distributes the naional budget, prioriizing social investment. From 1999 
to 2009, spending on the health sector, on average, accounted for 8 per cent of total gross domesic product, 
educaion 6.7 per cent and social protecion 7.4 per cent.

The Ministry of Economic Afairs, Social Afairs and Culture established the following prioriies for the period 
2009–2013: development of children and adolescents; development of women; welfare of the economically 
disadvantaged populaion; special needs; care of the elderly; and producion and analysis of data in the social 
afairs ield. One important acion has been the introducion a payment to help support single mothers. The 
Government has also established a commitee against child abuse and organized the irst naional conference on 
child abuse.



Key indings
Research indings show that Aruba has fulilled many of the goals deined in internaional agreements and, in 
general terms, the rights of children and women are met in an adequate manner. At the same ime, however, 
several limitaions to progress in the lives of children and women have only recently been placed on the public 
agenda. These limitaions have structural causes linked to economic pressures that have led more and more 
Arubans to take muliple jobs to meet their basic needs and have had a detrimental efect on social relaions, 
especially within households. This in turn has led to the reconiguraion of tradiional roles and, in many cases, 
deterioraion in the quality of care or neglect of children.
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 The right to health
Progress achieved

Overall, the health system is well organized, with adequate atenion to the provision of health services for 
children and adolescents. A Department of Child and Youth Health  provides good quality services  and ensures the 
availability of adequate child health data. The health of children atending preschools and schools is monitored, 
including assessments of levels of obesity. In addiion, the Department has started psychosocial health-care 
services aimed at promoing the sound socio-emoional development of all children in schools.

The infant mortality rate (under 1 year) was reduced by 75 per cent between 2000 and 2006 – from 6.2 to 1.6 per 
1,000 live births. There is also a coninuing low rate of child mortality (under 5 years). Antenatal care covers 99.2 
per cent of women and 95.8 per cent have insituional deliveries. All children, including immigrants, have access 
to health insurance and 9 out of 10 children between 12 and 23 months are vaccinated before their irst birthday. 
There is universal access to safe water and basic sanitaion. 

Aruba registers only 435 cases of HIV and AIDS of which very few are children. Mother-to-child transmission is very 
low (2 per cent), and these children are treated immediately ater birth with aniretroviral therapy. 

Challenges remaining
Obesity is the main public health problem afecing children and adolescents (35 per cent of this group are 
overweight), leading to other diseases such as diabetes and hypertension. Some of the reasons for this include the 
limited local producion of fruits and vegetables and the high costs of imports, which encourages the consumpion 
of cheaper, high-calorie foods; the lack of regular involvement in physical acivity by over three quarters of children 
aged between 6 and 11; and the low percentage of infants who are exclusively breasfed. 

Teen pregnancy is also a phenomenon that requires coninued atenion, with adolescent girls accouning for just 
over 1 in 10 births. This limits their ability to achieve their goals and may put them at risk of ongoing poverty. 
There is limited dialogue between parents and children about sex and pregnancy prevenion and a limited sexual 
educaion programmes in schools. 

The right to educaion
Progress achieved

A law making educaion compulsory was passed by Parliament in 2011, and schooling is free apart from a minimal 
yearly contribuion plus the costs of supplies and uniforms. There was already universal primary educaion, 
progress towards the eliminaion of gender diferences and more women than men in high school and college. 
The Government is also developing a new educaional curriculum that aims to introduce Papiamento into teaching 
(see challenges below).
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Since 2007, the Ministry of Jusice and Educaion has carried out a naional educaion plan that aims to improve 
educaional level on several fronts. There is a clear system for supervising the quality of schools, with both internal 
mechanisms for quality control and external evaluaions by the school inspecion unit from the Ministry. Other 
recent government measures are the PRISMA project (which helps non-Dutch-speaking students familiarize 
themselves with the Dutch language); the Traimerdia project (ofering ater-school supervision of children in 
preschool and primary school); and the provision of some ater-school programmes for adolescents.

Challenges remaining
One of the major educaional problems is the persistence of a Dutch educaional model that is not adapted to local 
needs: only 6 per cent of the populaion speak Dutch at home while 68 per cent speak Papiamento, 14 per cent 
speak Spanish and 7 per cent speak English. This is one of the causes of the high dropout rate, especially among 
males. There is also a lot of repeiion, with children not studying in grades corresponding to their age. There is no 
mechanism to reintegrate those who drop out or are expelled, and children may become NEETs (not in educaion, 
employment or training), get involved in gangs and engage in illegal forms of subsistence.

Another problem is the absence of communicaion channels between parents and schools. This is compounded by 
the fact that parents delegate all responsibility for their children’s development to the teachers. Also, there are few 
quality ater-school childcare alternaives for children or adolescents. Day-care centres are oten of poor quality, 
that may lead to neglect and even abuse. Having insuicient numbers of teachers and schools limits the possibility 
of special needs educaion, as does the small amount of inancial assistance available.

There is litle diversity in the opions ofered at university level, and there are also limited career opportuniies. 
A signiicant number of students coninue their studies abroad, mainly in the Netherlands, and social policies to 
promote their return when qualiied are lacking.

The right to protecion
Progress achieved

Bureau Sostenemi is the core of an iniial protecion system for children and adolescents. Its main task is to redirect 
cases of neglect, abuse and/or violence against children to other state agencies that can provide adequate follow 
up. There are also about 50 civil society organizaions working on issues that afect children and adolescents, 
including a Youth Telephone Line that ofers assistance and access to protecive services to children and adolescents 
through a toll-free phone and via chat.

The new criminal code adopted in 2012 established a juvenile jusice system that provides the court with a 
wider range of sancions, including placement in a juvenile detenion centre and training orders. However, its 
implementaion will require specialized judge(s) for juvenile cases, separaion of children from adult convicts 
when sentenced, CRC-training for all involved in dealing with young ofenders and the intensiicaion of measures 
to prevent children from geing into conlict with the law in the irst place. 

Key indings
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Challenges remaining
Although the establishment of the Sostenemi Bureau is a crucial irst step, there is sill not a comprehensive system 
of care and protecion for children and adolescents. Moreover, the civil society organizaions that seek to reduce 
family violence work independently and do not have a common agenda. 

Domesic violence in the home afects children, adolescents and women. According to reports from the Youth 
Telephone Line, about 1 of every 10 calls made by children in the last three years were related to violence. Parents 
oten lack authority and may resort to violence as a form of discipline. Due to the long hours worked by parents, 
more and more children and adolescents grow up alone, many imes in unfavourable environments. The cases 
Bureau Sostenemi saw between 2007 and 2010 were physical, mental and emoional neglect, sexual abuse and 
domesic violence. While sexual abuse is punishable by law, but diicult to prove, punishment is not strict and the 
maximum penalty of 8 years is not applied. 

While there are no reports of child sex tourism, the phenomenon of ‘sugar daddies’ exists, where girls go out with 
much older men in the expectaion of receiving material goods. 

The right to paricipaion
Progress achieved

Among the civil society organizaions focused on women and children, nine work with and for adolescents to 
promote youth paricipaion and the fulilment of their rights. Among these it is especially important to menion 
the Youth Parliament, which aims to ensure that the voices of young people are heard, valued and taken into 
account in policy decisions that afect their lives.  

Challenges remaining
In general terms, the paricipaion of adolescents in the public sphere is in an iniial phase, with a lack of spaces 
where young people can be heard. Furthermore, women lack equal rights and opportuniies in the public sphere. 
In the past 10 years, there has been an increase of only 2 seats for women in Parliament (from 19 men and 2 
women to 17 men and 4 women), reinforcing the idea of the public space as one for men. Women sill cannot 
access certain occupaional niches and they do not always work on equal terms, earning 10 per cent less than men. 

Although 1 in 10 children and adolescents is foreign born, the situaion of immigrant children has been invisible. 
Immigrants are oten socially excluded.
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Recommendaions
General

 → Implement internaional agreements to which the island is commited by broadening knowledge of 
the acions required, taking measures to reverse the legal constraints ideniied and designing and 
implemening comprehensive policies to ensure compliance.

 → Develop a consistent state policy to respond to the needs of children and adolescents with three key 
elements: an eicient integrated system of comprehensive care and protecion; a speciic code that 
deines one state authority to formulate government policy and another to provide assistance; and the 
system of juvenile jusice.

 → Create processes of dialogue and joint eforts among the state, civil society organizaions, the private 
sector and trade unions to reverse the exising insituional isolaion and suggest real soluions to 
social problems.

 → Coninue to deepen knowledge of the situaion of children, adolescents and women through ongoing 
monitoring by the Ministry of Economic Afairs, Social Afairs and Culture in coordinaion with the 
University of Aruba. 

 → Promote regional integraion with other countries in the Caribbean and the Americas to support a 
diferent model of economic development and contribute to the process of building an independent 
state.

Health
 → Create a programme for prevening and controlling child obesity with integral indicators and goals 

(involving all the relevant ministries).

 → Create a naionwide campaign to promote breasfeeding.

 → Coninue implementaion of programmes of sex educaion for the prevenion of teenage pregnancy.

Educaion
 → Change the current Dutch-dependent educaional model and develop and implement a new curriculum 

to meet the needs of a cultural diverse society. 

 → Reinforce educaion quality control systems.

 → Address the issue of children lagging behind and ensure the retenion of children and adolescents in 
the system. 

 → Train teachers and develop educaional strategies to integrate special needs children into regular 
schools.

 → Provide ater-school educaional spaces and recreaional opportuniies for adolescents.

recommendaions
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 → Ofer educaional rehabilitaion programmes for children and adolescents who drop out of or are 
expelled from school.

 → Guarantee that the day-care quality control system is being applied to correct ideniied deiciencies.

Protecion
 → Promote and strengthen the role played by the Bureau Sostenemi in the implementaion of child 

protecion eforts. 

 → Further develop and strengthen the juvenile jusice system, including through the use of specialized 
judges and appropriate mechanisms for dealing with juvenile ofenders in accordance with the CRC. 

 → Put in place measures to prevent children from geing involved in aciviies that are in conlict with 
the law.

 → Make the problem of violence visible (through coordinaion between civil society, the state and the 
media) to prevent its normalizaion. 

 → Implement a programme of mental health care for children, adolescents and women who have been 
vicims of violence. 

 → Develop joint social and economic policies regarding the employment of women and provide mothers 
with childcare support, especially in the early years. This should include involving fathers as caregivers.

Paricipaion
 → • Create mechanisms for strengthening youth paricipaion at school – for example, through the 

formaion of student councils – and in public spaces.

 → • Develop a gender policy to reverse the disadvantages that sill persist between women and men 
in the areas of labour and poliical paricipaion.

 → • Create mechanisms to make visible the situaion of foreign-born residents, including undocumented 
women and children, including through qualitaive and quanitaive research.
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Conclusion
Aruba has huge potenial and has already demonstrated signiicant progress in fulilling the rights found in the CRC 
and CEDAW. Now it needs to take the poliical and social decision to resolutely tackle the challenges encountered 
to ensure a beter present and future for its populaion. Only through collecive efort can ongoing and complete 
compliance with the rights of children, adolescents and women be assured.
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